ARCTOS Days 5-6 April 2016 Sommarøy

Tuesday 05/04-2016

18:00 – 18:30 Welcome and status ARCTOS network and research school (Jørgen Berge)
18:30 – 20:00 Feedback from student forum
   Student presentations:
   - Maeve McGovern: ‘Food-Web Structure in Kongsfjord: A Two-Season Comparison using Stable Isotopes and Fatty Acids’ (master project presentation)
   - Chloé Maréchal: ‘Structure and function of the seagrass microbiome’ (1st PhD pres.)
   - Marc Silberberger: ‘Spatial and temporal structure of the meroplankton community in a sub-Arctic shelf system’ (mid-way PhD pres.)

Wednesday 06/04-2016

9:00 – 11:00 Presentations by new members (Maxime Geoffroy, Rolf Gradinger)
11:00 – 12:00 ARCTOS without NP – discussion of implications for ARCTOS
13:00 – 15:00 - New projects:
   - ArcticABCD, SFF (J. Berge)
   - Arctic Size (P. Wassmann)
   - CoArc (K. Sagerup)
   - MARine Plastic Pollution in the Arctic (J. Falk-Andersson))
   - ARCTOS in the media – strategy, use of logo
15:30 – 17:00 - Publications
   - New projects/Plans